Parliamentary Government in England
paign" against President Roosevelt, the legend of Chinese
slavery, the slogan of "hang the Kaiser," these arc not
the most generous of techniques by which to win. But
when the interests in the result of the struggle are so
intehse and, let it be added, so unequal, they are not
techniques which any party will put on one side. Granted
that man is a pugnacious animal, that thought is difficult,
that, especially in an unequal society, there are conflicting
ambitions, and envy and hate, it could hardly be other-
wise. Washington's "alternate despotism of one faction
over another," which "has perpetrated the most horrid
enormities," and "is itself a frightful despotism," is yet,
on balance, better than the despotism which suppresses
the party system altogether. The price of the one, after
all, is exclusion from office. But the price of the other, as
we have grimly seen in our time, is the concentration-
camp and exile, organized violence by the Government
tempered only by assassination of its leaders,
Quantula sapientia no$ regamur; the lament of Oxen-
stierna is perennial in human history* We can mitigate
that unwisdom in large degree by the mechanism of
parties, so long as we may presume the good fakh and
fair play of those who operate it. But the condition of
these qualities is a fragile one. It is, said Mr* Gladstone,
"bound up with the growth of mutual^onfidence between
the great parties in the State, transcending the $telitical
differences of the hour." But that "mutual" confidence"
has, historically, always defended upon the fact that
politic|L parties are agreed on the fundamentals* Those
fundamentals, broadly spfaking, are set by what Burke
called prescription, and t&e greatest part of prescription
is the established expectations of property. My point has
been that we simply do not know what will happen to the
party system, with the political democracyMt makes
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